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Standards-Based Unit of Study Template
Part I: Unit Plan
Unit Title: Comedic Theories
Teacher: Barry Frank
Grade Level: College Intro Course/ English 110: College Writing at Queens College
Approximate Unit Length: 5 Weeks
Unit Organizer –a statement or question that communicates the content standards in a way that engages students by connecting
learning to prior knowledge, skills, experiences, beliefs, and/or customs.
Why do people find different things humorous?

Transfer Goals
Students will be able to independently use their learning to...
• Effectively communicate in writing and speaking, mindful of audience, situation, and purpose.
• Derive insight into the subjectivity of humor from reading academic arguments.
•Apply ideas about humor gained from one text to other texts and experiences.
Understanding
Students will understand that…
• People have different notions of what is humorous based
on a variety of life experiences, age, and culture.
• Humor has many functions in society.
• There are three ways to respond to an argument: Defend, Challenge, & Qualify
• Comprehending challenging texts requires a multitude of
strategies.

Organizer Checklist
Does your organizer meet these criteria?
_y_ provides relevance; the “why” for learning
_y_ standards-based
_y_ inquiry-based
_y_ connects to prior knowledge

Standards Addressed
Academic Expectations and Program of Studies
(The minimum content required for all students by law)

Standards –
Targeted Standards- content and skills/processes to be taught and assessed
RI.12.1
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn
from the text, including determining where the text leaves matters uncertain.
RI.12.2
Determine two or more central ideas of a text and analyze their development over the course of the text, including how
they interact and build on one another to provide a complex analysis; provide an objective summary of the text.
W.12.1
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and
sufficient evidence.
a. Introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s), establish the significance of the claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from
alternate or opposing claims, and create an organization that logically sequences claim(s), counterclaims,
reasons, and evidence.
b. Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly and thoroughly, supplying the most relevant evidence for each while
pointing out the strengths and limitations of both in a manner that anticipates the audience’s knowledge
level, concerns, values, and possible biases.
c. Use words, phrases, and clauses as well as varied syntax to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and
clarify the relationships between claim(s) and reasons, between reasons and evidence, and between claim(s)
and counterclaims.
d. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms and conventions of the discipline
in which they are writing.
e. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the argument presented.
Supporting Standards - content that is relevant to the unit but may not be assessed; may include
connections to other content areas
W.12.7
Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question) or
solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject,
demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.
W.12.8
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively;
assess the strengths and limitations of each source in terms of the task, purpose, and audience; integrate information into
the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and over-reliance on any one source and following
a standard format for citation.
Note: Academic Expectations and Program of Studies contain the minimum content required by law for all
students

What Do Students Have To Know and Be Able To Do in Order to Meet the Targeted Standards?
The targeted standard(s) should be deconstructed to determine what students should know and be able to do
(learning target). Once the targets are determined, formative and summative assessments are developed and
aligned with learning targets.
Students will know:
• Bergson’s central claim in Laughter (see “Resources/
Tools” section for full citation) is that laughter serves the
social function of correcting an individual member’s or a
group’s “mechanical” or “absentminded behavior”
• The formula Bergson sets up to prove that laughter
serves the above social function:
• The comic cannot exist outside what is human
• The absence of feeling is necessary for the comic: is an
appeal to intelligence
• Laughter exists due to our connection to a group
• A lack of elasticity, or absentmindedness, leads to the
comic (mechanical rigidity)
• Physical as well as moral elasticity
• Mechanical encrusted on the living
• The more natural the cause of the comic effect, the
more comic we shall find it
• Laughter is a social gesture
• Davis’s central claim in What’s So Funny (see
“Resources/Tools” section for full citation) is that
incongruity and ambiguity cause humor
• The theoretical language, scholarly references, and jokes
used as examples in What’s so Funny
• Carr and Greeves’s (see “Resources/Tools” section for
full citation) central claim is that laughter is an
evolutionary threat response designed to help us cope
with dangerous situations, signaling our relief
• Hemley’s (see “Resources/Tools” section for full
citation) central claim is that “humor is determined by
myriad factors: our age, our socioeconomic backgrounds,
our culture.”
• Comedy doesn’t have logical cause and effects like
tragedy
• Humor comes from the incongruity between form and
content
• Humor is a “matter of perspective”
• Humor can come from personal experience that
“starts off serious but becomes absurd”
• We laugh at what surprises us - the unexpected
• 5 Types of Claims for an argument
• There are only three ways to respond to an argument:
Defend, Challenge, or Qualify
• The rhetorical triangle (Author, Text, Audience)

Students will be skilled at:
• Citing strong and thorough textual evidence
• Comprehending a complex text
• Analyzing a complex text
• Making inferences
• Determining the central ideas of a text
• Summarizing a text
• Writing an argument (see standard W.12.1)
• Generating research questions
• Conducting research in order to gain knowledge
about the text
• Evaluating sources
• Annotating a text/Double Entry Notes
• Writing and argument
• Revising
• Editing
• Using the writing process

Essential/Guiding Questions - are used to gain student interest in learning and are limited in number.
They promote critical or abstract thinking and have the potential of having more than one right answer.
• Why is something funny or not funny?
• What purpose does humor serve?
• What is an effective argument?
• How do highly proficient readers approach a difficult text
in order to take away meaning on multiple levels?

Do the essential questions:
_y_ connect to targeted standards?
_y_ narrow the focus of the organizer?
_y_ connect and address all targeted
standards?
_y_ encourage critical thinking skills?

Summative/End of Unit Assessment - the final assessment piece of the unit which should evaluate student progress in
achieving each of the targeted standards.
Students will read an excerpt from Robin Hemley’s “Relaxing the Rules of Reason” (see “Resources/Tools” section for
full citation) and write an academic argument aligned to
the CAT-W.

Does the assessment:

_n_ assess all targeted standards?
_?_ align to Depth of Knowledge level?
_y_ demonstrate critical thinking skills?
_n_ demonstrate learning in different ways?
_y_ allow for diverse needs of students?

Scoring Criteria
Develop a scoring criteria tool that will evaluate your summative/end of unit assessment.
See CAT-W Argument Rubric aligned to the CCLS
(The CAT-W is the CUNY Assessment Test in Writing, which
assesses incoming CUNY students’ readiness for college-level
writing courses. More information can be found at: http://
www.cuny.edu/academics/testing/cuny-assessment-tests.html)

Questions for Consideration
___ How well do we want them to know it and
be able to do it?
___ What do we want students to know and
be able to do?
___ How will we know when they know it or
do it well?

Entry-level Assessment – Once learning targets are determined and your summative assessment has
been designed, students are pre-assessed to determine their strengths, weaknesses, understandings and
misconceptions in order to inform instruction.
Pre-Assessment: Students will read an excerpt from Dave
How do I…
Barry’s “Beauty and the Beast” (see “Resources/Tools” section for
__
find
out
what
my
students
already know and are
full citation) and write an academic argument aligned to the CAT-W.

able to do?
__ find out what additional support students need to
meet a given learning target?
__ form flexible groups for instruction based on what
students know and are able to do?

Type of Assessments—In addition to your summative/end of unit assessment, what other assessments
will you use throughout the unit (e.g., formative, summative assessments, diagnostic assessments, preassessment aligned with learning targets, classroom assessments, learning checks?) See Appendix E
Assessment

Learning Target
Aligned to Assessment

Write F for Formative
an S for Summative
(may be both)

How Often?

Anecdotal Records

Y

S

Daily

Class Discussion

Y

F

weekly

Conferences &
Interviews

Y

F/S

weekly

Y

F

Once at the end of the
unit

Y

S

Once at the end of the
unit

Y

S

Daily

End of Unit Tests
(including MC and OR)
Journals, learning logs
Performance Events
Performance Tasks
Projects
Running Records
Selected and/or
constructed Responses
Self-Assessment/
reflection
Student revision of
assessment answers
Student Work Folder
Other: Low-Stakes
Writing

Learning Experiences- When designing learning experiences, consider varied and rigorous instructional strategies to
teach content. As you design instruction, plan learning experiences that reinforce and enrich the unit while connecting
with the standards and assessments. Specific details can be recorded in lesson plans.

See attached lessons and calendar.

How do the learning experiences…
___ address individual student needs?
___ consider the perspective of the learner?
___ include varied and rigorous experiences?
___ incorporate appropriate literacy strategies/skills?
___ incorporate appropriate content literacy strategies/skills?
___ connect to other content areas as appropriate?
___ integrate technology as appropriate?

Unit Sequencing- Order/sequence your lessons after determining your assessments and learning experiences. This
sequencing should build upon students’ previous knowledge, allowing them to make connections to their learning.

Consider the following questions when sequencing the unit.
• What sequence of instruction will work best for my students to understand this content?
• How will the learning experiences be organized to maximize engaging and active learning?
• How do the lessons move students from foundational to critical thinking skills?
See attached calendar.

Resources/Tools
List resources/materials that are needed to support student learning.
I use my iPad and projector to model annotating directly on the texts. I also the iPad and projector to show video clips as
entry points into the various texts.
Print texts:
Barry, D. (2012). Beauty and the Beast. In D. McQuade & R. Atwan (Eds.), The Writer’s Presence: A Pool of Readings
(7th ed.) (315-317). Boston & New York: Bedford & St. Martin's.
Bergson, H. (2009). Excerpt from Laughter. In M. Diogenes (Ed.), Laughing Matters (2-13). New York: Pearson
Education, Inc.
Carr, J. & Greeves, L. (2009). Tickling the Naked Ape: The Science of Laughter. In M. Diogenes (Ed.), Laughing
Matters (37-50). New York: Pearson Education, Inc.
CUNY Assessment Test in Writing (CATW). (More information, including the CATW Rubric, can be found in the
Student Handbook at: http://www.cuny.edu/academics/testing/cuny-assessment-tests/
StudentHandbookCATWWebnew.pdf)
Davis, M. (2009). Excerpt from What’s So Funny. In M. Diogenes (Ed.), Laughing Matters (13-36). New York: Pearson
Education, Inc.
Hemley, R. (2009). Relaxing the Rules of Reason. In M. Diogenes (Ed.), Laughing Matters (13-36). New York: Pearson
Education, Inc.

For “Argument Sentence Starters & Templates” document:
Graff, G. & Birkenstein, C. (2010). They Say I Say: The Moves That Matter in Academic Writing (2nd ed.). New York:
W.W. Norton & Company.
For “Determining Central Ideas & Summarizing” document:
Meade School District. (2007). Summarizing Strategies. For Meade PASS Training. Sturgis, S.D.: Meade School District.
Retrieved from: http://www.meade.k12.sd.us/PASS/Pass%20Adobe%20Files/March%202007/
SummarizingStrategies.pdf
Videos:
Clips of teacher’s choice from:
Jackass: The Movie (more information available at: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0322802/)
The Three Stooges Show (more information available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0850645/?ref_=sr_4)
Ridiculousness (more information available at: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1820166/?ref_=sr_1)
The Jerk (more information available at: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0079367/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1)

Reflection
After teaching the unit, reflect on the strengths and weaknesses of the lessons, activities and assessments. How can I
make the unit more effective?
I did not have the opportunity to teach this unit this semester. Due to scheduling constraints, this unit was not taught by
anyone. I taught this course last semester during the spring of 2012. Without teaching the course, I would add a more
authentic performance task by adding a real-life component to the task.
After much discussion around the complexity of the Bergson text, I would consider using a smaller excerpt, allowing for
depth.

Questions for Reflection:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What worked well and how do I know this?
What lessons/activities do I need to revise? Why? How?
How did my assessments (formative/summative) guide/alter
my instruction?
Should/Could I involve other teachers in this unit (crosscontent connections)?
Are there any additional resources I need to include?
What might I do differently next time?

Part II: Lesson Plan #1 (Day 1)
Lesson Topic/Focus: Course Expectations & Subjectivity of Humor in Popular Culture
Lesson Essential/Guiding Question(s): Why is something funny or not funny? What is expected of me in this
course?
Estimated Duration of Lesson: One 80 minute class
! Template(Key:(

!

Academic Expectations: Students will engage in low-stakes writing as well as discussion to evaluate what
makes something funny.
Enduring Knowledge & Understandings:
Students will understand that…
• People have different notions of what is humorous based on a variety of life experiences, age, and culture.
• Humor has many functions in society

Skills & Concepts:
Evaluating a visual and determining evaluative criteria
Supporting Standards:
W.12.1 - Students must explain why they find something humorous. They are making a claim of value and
explaining what evaluative criteria they used to determine funny.

Targeted Lesson Standards: Which unit standards are the focus of the lesson?
W.12.1 - Students must explain why they find something humorous. They are making a claim of value and
explaining what evaluative criteria they used to determine funny.

Core Content For Assessment:
This is an introductory lesson where students will be front-loaded with prior knowledge for the first text
they will read. The only content students need to be familiar with are the videos shown in class: Three
Stooges, Jackass, Ridiculousness (see “Resources/Tools” section for more information).

Assessment Plan for Lesson
Examples of formative/summative assessments: (Check all that apply)
Pre-Assessment aligned with learning targets
Anecdotal Records
y
Students monitor progress to reaching learning
targets
Students using feedback to set goals
Journals/Learning log
Portfolios
Projects
Students revise assessment answers
On-Demand
Writing Portfolio Tasks
Performance Tasks/Events
Other: Low-Stakes Writing

Running Record
Class discussions
Conferences and interviews
Rubrics and/or Scoring guides
Self-Assessment/Reflection
Performance tasks
Selected and/or constructed responses
Open Response
Oral Examination
Multiple Choice/Selected Response
Essay

Alignment to Summative/End of Unit Assessment
The performance task for the unit is a high-stakes argument where students will need to support their argument with
logical reasoning based on examples. This lesson asks students to begin practicing logical reasoning by supporting
their answers with reasons from their own lives in low-stakes writing.

Learning Targets

Students will know...
Comedic Elements

Students be will be able to..
- Identify the comedic elements that make something
funny

Student Friendly Learning Target(s):
Students will be able to identify and explain why something is funny.

Lesson Overview: Brief Overview of the Lesson
This lesson asks students to think about why something is funny. They will draw upon their personal experiences as
well as popular culture during low-stakes writing assignments as well as discussions.

Day ___1__ of ___1____day lesson
Lesson Detail: Detailed Description of Lesson Includes
1. Assessment/Assessment Task
• How do you determine if lesson learning targets have been met?
Class Discussion

2. Activating prior knowledge/Connections to previous instruction:
• How will I activate prior knowledge students may have about new learning or make a connection to
previously taught concepts, skills, knowledge?
• What have students learned in the past that relate to the lesson’s learning target(s)?
Students are asked to draw from their own experiences and opinions in order to activate prior
knowledge.
Students who have take philosophy, psychology, or sociology courses might have knowledge that
relates to the lesson’s learning target.

3. Instructional delivery
• What learning experiences will you use to involve students and ensure they reach the lesson learning
targets?
• What procedures/steps will you use? How will you trigger prior knowledge?
• How will you adapt activities/procedures to meet individual student needs?
I.Starter: LSW - Why do people laugh? Why do some people find something funny and others don’t? What do
you find funny? List as many specific examples as you can.
II. Partner (self-chosen): Share answers to LSW
III. Whole Class: Call on groups to share; each student has to share his/her partner’s answer to the questions,
not his/her own.
IV. Chart Answers to what the students find funny.
V. Video Clips:
A. Three Stooges, Jackass, Ridiculousness (see “Resources/Tools” section for more information)
B. As students watch the clips, answer the following questions:
1. Do you find the clip humorous?
2. If yes, why do you find it humorous?
3. If no, why don’t you find it humorous?
VI. Whole Class: Share reactions to video clips
VII. Review course syllabus
HW: Bring in an artifact you find humorous. This needs to be a physical artifact, not a YouTube video. Feel
free to email me YouTube videos you find funny, but the will NOT count towards the homework.

4. Resources
• What resources and materials will I need to teach this lesson?
Videos:
Clips of teacher’s choice from:
Jackass: The Movie (more information available at: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0322802/)
The Three Stooges Show (more information available at http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0850645/?ref_=sr_4)
Ridiculousness (more information available at: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1820166/?ref_=sr_1)
The Jerk (more information available at: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0079367/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1)

5. Wrap-up/Student Reflection
•
•
•
•
•

How do you bring closure to your lesson, relating it to today’s learning target(s)?
How do you help students synthesize today’s lesson as related to the lesson learning target(s)?
How will students determine where they are in meeting the lesson learning target(s)?
How will you help students understand and reflect on their learning of this lesson so that they may
continue to grow academically?

Since this is the first lesson of the whole unit, the rest of the unit will serve as a means of reflection on
what determines humor. The homework assignment asks the students to reflect on what humor means to
them and how it relates to their lives.

Resources/Technology: Think about practical issues and materials needed for lesson implementation.
(check all that apply)
Assistive tools: text readers, auto

Communication tools: blogs, wikis, pod

summary, etc.

casts, e-mail, web page, etc.

Interactive technology: Smart boards,

Research online: encyclopedias, KY Virtual

Quick Response Systems, etc.

Library, etc.

Productivity tools: web sites, PowerPoint, y

Digital Imagery: digital camera, clip art,

spreadsheets, word process, graphic
organizers, concept mapping, etc.
Content Resource: web sites (Marco
y
Polo, KET EncyloMedia, Web Quests, virtual
museums), content software resources,
supplemental resources on CD, blogs, etc.

movie clips, etc

Equipment: TV, tape recorder, CD/DVD
player, videos, MP3 Players, video cameras,
educational software, etc.

Other:

Explantation of use of technology (Lf needed):
I need to show the video clips and access to YouTube. I also have digital versions of the clips on my
iPad which I can project as well.

Part II continued: Lesson Plan #2 (Days 3 & 4)
Lesson Topic/Focus: Excerpt from Henri Bergson’s Laughter (see “Resources/Tools” section for more
information); Text annotations & engaging with a difficult text
Lesson Essential/Guiding Question(s): How do highly proficient readers approach a difficult text in order to
take away meaning on multiple levels?
Estimated Duration of Lesson: Two 80 minute class

! Template(Key:(

!
Academic Expectations: Students will read a complex text above their grade level and apply reading
comprehension strategies to take away a deep meaning of the text. They will also use writing and discussing
as a means of understanding the text.
Enduring Knowledge & Understandings:
Students will understand that…
• Humor has many functions in society.
• Comprehending challenging texts requires a multitude of
strategies.

Skills & Concepts:
Double Entry Notes, Making Inferences, Asking Questions, Making Connections
Supporting Standards:
RI.12.1
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences
drawn from the text, including determining where the text leaves matters uncertain.
RI.12.2
Determine two or more central ideas of a text and analyze their development over the course of the text, including how
they interact and build on one another to provide a complex analysis; provide an objective summary of the text.

Targeted Lesson Standards: Which unit standards are the focus of the lesson?
RI.12.1
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn
from the text, including determining where the text leaves matters uncertain.
RI.12.2
Determine two or more central ideas of a text and analyze their development over the course of the text, including how
they interact and build on one another to provide a complex analysis; provide an objective summary of the text.

Core Content For Assessment:
Henri Bergson’s Laughter (see “Resources/Tools” section for full citation) & Double Entry Notes

Assessment Plan for Lesson
Examples of formative/summative assessments: (Check all that apply)
Pre-Assessment aligned with learning targets
Anecdotal Records
Y
Y
Students monitor progress to reaching learning Y
targets
Students using feedback to set goals
Journals/Learning log
Portfolios
Projects
Students revise assessment answers
On-Demand
Writing Portfolio Tasks
Performance Tasks/Events
Other: Double Entry Notes

Running Record
Class discussions
Conferences and interviews
Rubrics and/or Scoring guides
Self-Assessment/Reflection
Performance tasks
Selected and/or constructed responses
Open Response
Oral Examination
Multiple Choice/Selected Response
Essay

Alignment to Summative/End of Unit Assessment
This lesson directly aligns to the performance task because the students need to read, comprehend, and analyze
a text in order to respond to it in writing. This is the very first step needed to complete the performance task.
Reading closely as well as identifying a central idea are two skills necessary when responding to a text.

Learning Targets
Students will know...
•Bergson’s central claim in Laughter (see “Resources/Tools”
section for full citation) is that laughter serves the social
function of correcting an individual member’s or a group’s
“mechanical” or “absentminded behavior”
• The formula Bergson sets up to prove that laughter serves
the above social function:
• The comic cannot exist outside what is human
• The absence of feeling is necessary for the comic: is an
appeal to intelligence
• Laughter exists due to our connection to a group
• A lack of elasticity, or absentmindedness, leads to the
comic (mechanical rigidity)
• Physical as well as moral elasticity
• Mechanical encrusted on the living
• The more natural the cause of the comic effect, the
more comic we shall find it
• Laughter is a social gesture

Students be will be able to..
• Use Double Entry Notes to interact with a text
•Comprehend a complex text
• Analyze a complex text
• Make inferences
• Determine the central ideas of a text
• Summarize a text

Student Friendly Learning Target(s):
Students will fill their reading toolboxes to more easily understand a difficult text.

Lesson Overview: Brief Overview of the Lesson
This lesson asks students to apply various reading comprehension strategies via Double Entry Notes. The
lesson focuses on reading closely and determining central ideas.

Days ___1&2__ of ___2____day lesson
Lesson Detail: Detailed Description of Lesson Includes

1. Assessment/Assessment Task
• How do you determine if lesson learning targets have been met?
a. Informal Checks for Understanding
b. Discussion
c. Conferences
d. Anecdotes
e. Double Entry Notes

2. Activating prior knowledge/Connections to previous instruction:
• How will I activate prior knowledge students may have about new learning or make a connection to
previously taught concepts, skills, knowledge?
• What have students learned in the past that relate to the lesson’s learning target(s)?
The low-stakes writing directly references the video clips from the previous lesson.

3. Instructional delivery
• What learning experiences will you use to involve students and ensure they reach the lesson learning
targets?
• What procedures/steps will you use? How will you trigger prior knowledge?
• How will you adapt activities/procedures to meet individual student needs?
Assignment Due for Today’s Lesson:
• Read excerpt from Bergson’s Laughter (see “Resources/Tools” section for full citation)
• Define words they didn’t know
I.Starter: Low-Stakes Writing A.What is your first reaction to this essay?
• Here are some questions to help you out:
• Do you like or dislike the essay? Why?
• Do you agree or disagree with Bergson’s theory of laughter?
• Do you have no idea what he talks about? If not, why? Is the vocabulary too difficult? Do you
read the paragraph and forget what you’ve read?
• What concept do you understand?
B.How does this essay connect to the video clips from the first class?
II.Whole Class: Have a few students share answers
III. Informal Check for Understanding: On a scale of 1-5, how well do you understand the text? 1 means I have
no clue what I’m reading, 5 means I understand everything. Please hold up your
fingers representing your level of understanding.
• Take note of 1s and 5s - This information will be useful later on in the lesson when it comes time to
check in on the students as well for forming groups
IV. Introduce Double Entry Notes - Explain that the goal is to eventually use text annotations directly on the
page without the Double Entry Notes.
V. I model Double Entry Notes for the introduction and section I (pg. 2-5)
VI. Stop for Questions
VII. Have students work in groups of three or four to reread section II and complete Double Entry Notes
together. (Group the students who put up one or two fingers from step III together to give closer support.
VIII. Rotate for informal assessment of how well they are taking Double Entry Notes
IX. Stop and review what each group wrote.
X. Keep students in groups, everyone rereads section V and completes double entry notes independently.
XI. With partners, compare your Double Entry Notes.
• What do similarities you have?
• What difference can you find?
• Can your partner answer any questions for you?
• Have you missed anything essential? Do you need to add anything your partner has?
• Do you have too much extraneous information? Do you need to remove information?
XII. Check in with class: How do you feel about Double Entry Notes? Questions, Comments, or Concerns
XIII. Introduce Determining Central Ideas & Summarizing
XIV. Model Central Idea and Summary for introduction & section I
XV. Students work in groups to find central ideas and write summaries together on section II
XVI. Students work independently to find a central idea and write a summary for section V.
XVII. Exit Ticket (collect summaries)

4. Resources
• What resources and materials will I need to teach this lesson?
Bergson, H. (2009). Excerpt from Laughter. In M. Diogenes (Ed.), Laughing Matters (2-13). New York: Pearson
Education, Inc.
Completed model of annotations (Bergson Laughter section I)
Handouts: Determining Central Ideas & Summarizing (included in “Lesson Materials”)
iPad and projector to show model annotations

5. Wrap-up/Student Reflection
•
•
•
•
•

How do you bring closure to your lesson, relating it to today’s learning target(s)?
How do you help students synthesize today’s lesson as related to the lesson learning target(s)?
How will students determine where they are in meeting the lesson learning target(s)?
How will you help students understand and reflect on their learning of this lesson so that they may
continue to grow academically?

Exit Ticket: Students’ summaries will serve as a formative assessment and guide me when forming
groups and differentiating in the following lessons.

Resources/Technology: Think about practical issues and materials needed for lesson implementation.
(check all that apply)
Assistive tools: text readers, auto

Communication tools: blogs, wikis, pod

summary, etc.

casts, e-mail, web page, etc.
Research online: encyclopedias, KY Virtual
Library, etc.
Digital Imagery: digital camera, clip art,
movie clips, etc

Interactive technology: Smart boards,
Quick Response Systems, etc.

Y Productivity tools: web sites, PowerPoint,
spreadsheets, word process, graphic
organizers, concept mapping, etc.
Content Resource: web sites (Marco
Y
Polo, KET EncyloMedia, Web Quests, virtual
museums), content software resources,
supplemental resources on CD, blogs, etc.

Other:

Explantation of use of technology (if needed):
N/A

Equipment: TV, tape recorder, CD/DVD
player, videos, MP3 Players, video cameras,
educational software, etc.

Part II continued: Lesson Plan #3 (Day 6)
Lesson Topic/Focus: Types of Claims; setting writing goals
Lesson Essential/Guiding Question(s): What is an effective (academic) argument?
Estimated Duration of Lesson: One 80 minute class...to start with
! Template(Key:(

!

Academic Expectations: Students will review their pre-assessment and set individual writing goals based on
the feedback and rubric.
Transfer Goals
Students will be able to independently using their learning to...
• Effectively communicate in writing and speaking, mindful of audience, situation, and purpose.
Enduring Knowledge & Understandings:
Students will understand that…
• There are three ways to respond to an argument: Defend, Challenge, & Qualify
Skills & Concepts:
Writing an argument, making a claim, peer revision,
Supporting Standards:
W.12.1
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and
sufficient evidence.

Targeted Lesson Standards: Which unit standards are the focus of the lesson?
Core Content For Assessment:
•
•

Three ways to respond to an argument: Defend, Challenge, or Qualify (See Argument Sentence
Starters & Templates included in “Lesson Materials”)
Pre-Assessment: Dave Barry’s “Beauty and the Beast” (included in “Assessments”)

W.12.1
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and
sufficient evidence.

Assessment Plan for Lesson
Examples of formative/summative assessments: (Check all that apply)

Pre-Assessment aligned with learning targets
Anecdotal Records
Students monitor progress to reaching learning Y
Y
targets
Students using feedback to set goals
Y
Y
Journals/Learning log
Portfolios
Projects
Students revise assessment answers
On-Demand
Writing Portfolio Tasks
Y
Performance Tasks/Events
Other: Double Entry Notes

Y

Running Record
Class discussions
Conferences and interviews
Rubrics and/or Scoring guides
Self-Assessment/Reflection
Performance tasks
Selected and/or constructed responses
Open Response
Oral Examination
Multiple Choice/Selected Response
Essay

Alignment to Summative/End of Unit Assessment
This lesson directly aligns to the performance task because the pre-assessment is the same task, an academic
argument, as the performance task. All of the necessary skills to succeed on the performance task will be
isolated and addressed based on the pre-assessment. Students will set writing goals and receive differentiated
writing instruction based on area of need.
Learning Targets
Students will know...
• 5 Types of Claims for an argument
• There are only three ways to respond to an argument:
Defend, Challenge, or Qualify Lesson Overview: Brief
• The rhetorical triangle (Author, Text, Audience)

Student Friendly Learning Target(s):
Students will agree, disagree, or qualify with a claim.

Students will be skilled at...
• Citing strong and thorough textual evidence
• Analyzing a complex text
• Determining the central ideas of a text
• Summarizing a text
• Writing an argument (see standard W.12.1)
•Annotating a text/Double Entry Notes
• Revising
• Editing
• Using the writing process

Lesson Overview: Brief Overview of the Lesson
This lesson asks students to use the pre-assessment, feedback, and rubric to set writing goals while the teacher
conferences with each student as well as gives differentiated mini-lessons to students grouped according to
need.

Days ___1__ of ___1____day lesson
Lesson Detail: Detailed Description of Lesson Includes

1. Assessment/Assessment Task
• How do you determine if lesson learning targets have been met?
a. Conferences
b. Anecdotes
c. Double Entry Notes
d. Writing Portfolio

2. Activating prior knowledge/Connections to previous instruction:
• How will I activate prior knowledge students may have about new learning or make a connection to
previously taught concepts, skills, knowledge?
• What have students learned in the past that relate to the lesson’s learning target(s)?
Students use low-stakes writing as a starting point to reflect on the pre-assessment and rubric returned
to them.

3. Instructional delivery
• What learning experiences will you use to involve students and ensure they reach the lesson learning
targets?
• What procedures/steps will you use? How will you trigger prior knowledge?
• How will you adapt activities/procedures to meet individual student needs?

I. Return Pre-Assessment with comments and rubric
II. Low-Stakes Writing: Reflect on the comments and rubric once returned
A. In what area are you the strongest?
B. In what area do you need the most practice?
III. Each student sets a writing goal based on the comments and rubric.
IV. Direct Instruction: Writing an academic argument
A. Three ways to respond: Defend, Challenge, Qualify (See Argument Sentence Starters & Templates
included in “Lesson Materials”)
B. 5 Types of Claims: (Make a claim and support it with details)
1. Claim of Fact: Did it happen? Does it exist?
2. Claim of Definition: What is it? How should we define it?
3. Claim of Cause: What caused it? Or, what are its effects?
4. Claim of Value: Is it good or bad? What criteria will help us decide?
5. Claim of Policy: What should we do about it? What should our future course of action?
C. Rhetorical Triangle (Audience, Author, Text)
V. Have students reread article and practice skills from the Double Entry Notes: point out how the annotations
can replace the T-Chart
VI. Revisions: Group students according to need based on the pre-assessment (claim development, supporting
details, organization, summarizing, pre-writing)
VII. Teacher rotates around from group to group giving mini-lessons
VIII. Once student groups are up and running, teacher will confer with individuals
IX. Exit Slip:
A. What area of your writing are you focusing on during revision?
B. What are your next steps?

4. Resources
• What resources and materials will I need to teach this lesson?
For Pre-Assessment:
Barry, D. (2012). Beauty and the Beast. In D. McQuade & R. Atwan (Eds.), The Writer’s Presence: A Pool of Readings
(7th ed.) (315-317). Boston & New York: Bedford/St. Martin’s.
Rubric (Included in “Assessments”)
For “Argument Sentence Starters & Templates” document:
Graff, G. & Birkenstein, C. (2010). They Say I Say: The Moves That Matter in Academic Writing (2nd ed.). New York:
W.W. Norton & Company.
Double Entry Notes (Included in “Lesson Materials”)
Hacker, D. (2006). A Writer’s Reference (6th ed.). Boston & New York: Bedford/St. Martin’s.

5. Wrap-up/Student Reflection
•
•
•
•
•

How do you bring closure to your lesson, relating it to today’s learning target(s)?
How do you help students synthesize today’s lesson as related to the lesson learning target(s)?
How will students determine where they are in meeting the lesson learning target(s)?
How will you help students understand and reflect on their learning of this lesson so that they may
continue to grow academically?

Exit Ticket: Students had in an exit slip with their self-selected writing goals based on rubric and
feedback.

6. Additional lesson notes
While this is listed as one lesson, it really repeats throughout the unit. Once writing goals are set up, students
will be grouped according to need so that I can give differentiated writing instruction in the form of minilessons as well as conferences.

Resources/Technology: Think about practical issues and materials needed for lesson implementation.
(check all that apply)
Assistive tools: text readers, auto

Communication tools: blogs, wikis, pod

summary, etc.

casts, e-mail, web page, etc.
Research online: encyclopedias, KY Virtual
Library, etc.
Digital Imagery: digital camera, clip art,
movie clips, etc

Interactive technology: Smart boards,
Quick Response Systems, etc.

Y Productivity tools: web sites, PowerPoint,
spreadsheets, word process, graphic
organizers, concept mapping, etc.
Content Resource: web sites (Marco
Polo, KET EncyloMedia, Web Quests, virtual
museums), content software resources,
supplemental resources on CD, blogs, etc.

Equipment: TV, tape recorder, CD/DVD
player, videos, MP3 Players, video cameras,
educational software, etc.

Other: Students can use their laptops

Explantation of use of technology (if needed):
Depending on where we are, students can use their computers. They can bring their laptops, but I also try to
schedule computer lab time whenever possible.

Unit Calendar

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

I. Course Intro & Syllabus
II. LSW: What is funny?
What do you find funny?
List as many specific
examples as you can.
III. Discuss LSW
IV. Video Clip TBD

Pre-Assessment: Full 90
Minutes

Reading Due: Bergson
Laughter

Continue Previous Lesson:

Reading Due: Davis What’s
So Funny with Double
Entry Notes & Summary

HW: Bring in an artifact
you find humorous. This
needs to be a physical
artifact, not a YouTube
video. Feel free to email
me YouTube videos you
find funny, but these will
not count towards the
homework.
Come prepared for the preassessment: write for 90
minutes; blue or black ink
only.

I. LSW: Why is your
artifact funny to you?
II. Share LSW
III. LSW: What is your
first reaction to this
essay? How does this
essay connect to the
video clips from the first
day?
IV. Whole Class: Share
answers
V. Informal Check for
Understanding
VI. Introduce Double Entry
Notes
VII. Model Double Entry
Notes for Section I of
Laughter
VIII. Stop for Questions
IX. Group Work Section II
X. Group Share Out
XI. Independent Work
Section V

I. Starter: Review Double
Entry Notes from last
class
II. Have someone
summarize what they
learned
III. Introduce Determining
Central Ideas &
Summarizing
IV. Model Central Idea and
Summary for Section I
V. Group Work: Section II
VI. Independent: Section V
VII. Exit Ticket: Write a
summary of for the entire
excerpt

I. Starter: Video Clip - The
Jerk
II. LSW: How does
Bergson’s Theory of
humor apply to this clip?
III. How does Bergson’s
theory of humor explain
why your artifact is
funny?
IV. Group Work: What did
you understand from the
reading? Each group will
chart it’s answers using
Double Entry Notes.
V. Share: Stress that no
matter how confusing or
difficult a text is, you
always understand
something!
VI. Asking Questions &
Short Research
HW: Each student needs to
ask at least one question
and find the answer to it
outside of class.

Day 6

Day 7

Day 8

Day 9

Day 10

I. Return Pre-Assessment
with comments and
rubric
II. LSW: Reflect on the
comments and rubric
once returned
III. Set a writing goal for
yourself based on the
comments and rubric
IV. Direct Instruction:
Defend, Challenge, or
Qualify; introduce
templates & Pre-Writing
V. Point out how the skills
practiced in the double
entry notes can be done
directly on the text
VI. Revisions: Group
according to need based
on the pre-assessment
(claim development,
specific details,
organization,
summarizing, etc.)
VII. Conferences

I. Starter: Video Clip &
LSW - How does Davis’s
theory of humor explain
why the clip is funny?
II. Group Work: Share
research findings
III. LSW: How does
inquiry help us learn?
IV. Discussion: Bergson
vs. Davis

Due for today: Carr &
Greeves’s “Tickling the
Naked Ape” with Double
Entry Notes & Summary

I. Starter: Video Clip How do all three theories
apply to the video clip?
II. LSW: Something that
prepares them for
discussion
III. Discussion: Compare,
contrast, and apply the
three theories of humor.
IV. LSW: Analysis - Why
is your artifact funny?
Use as many of the three
texts to analyze the
humor contained within
your artifact.

Performance Task: CAT-W
aligned assessment

I. Starter: Video Clip &
LSW - How does Carr
and Greeves’s theory of
humor explain why the
clip is funny?
II.Carr & Greeves: LSW Write a letter to Carr &
Greeves responding to
their theory of humor. Be
sure to summarize what
they say and then defend,
challenge, or qualify
with their claim. Use
article & Double Entry
Notes

Assessments

Writing Directions: Read the passage and write an essay responding to the ideas it presents.
In your essay:
• Be sure to summarize the passage in your own words, stating the author’s most important ideas.
• Develop your essay by identifying one central idea in the passage that you feel is especially
significant, and explain its significance.
• Defend, challenge, or qualify Barry’s central idea.
• Support your claims with evidence or examples drawn from what you have read, learned in school,
and/or personally experienced.
Remember to review your essay and make any changes or corrections that are needed to help your
reader follow your thinking. You will have 90 minutes to complete your essay.

Writing Directions: Read the passage and write an essay responding to the ideas it presents. In your essay:
• Be sure to summarize the passage in your own words, stating the author’s most important ideas.
• Develop your essay by identifying one central idea in the passage that you feel is especially significant, and explain
its significance.
• Defend, challenge, or qualify Barry’s central idea.
• Support your claims with evidence or examples drawn from what you have read, learned in school, and/or
personally experienced.
Remember to review your essay and make any changes or corrections that are needed to help your reader follow
your thinking. You will have 90 minutes to complete your essay.

Lesson Materials

Argument Outline
I. Objective Summary of Text
A. Central Idea
B. Most relevant details supporting the central idea
II. State your claim: Defend, Challenge, or Qualify with central idea

III. Acknowledge Counterclaim with strengths & weaknesses:

IV. Subclaim (The claim is true because...)

!

Evidence (Example to support your subclaim)

V. Subclaim (The claim is true because...)

!

Evidence (Example to support your subclaim)

VI. Conclusion (What solution can you provide to this problem?)

Double Entry Notes for Informational Texts
Title:
Author:
Topic (word or phrase):
Specific Textual Details
In this column, take notes on what the text says
explicitly (stated clearly; no room for doubt). What
does the author say? Only write down the most
important ideas from the text.
• Direct Quotations/Paraphrase (1 or 2
sentences)
• Underline the corresponding lines in the text
• Use bullet points
• Use abbreviations that you understand
• Include page numbers
For each bullet point in the Notes column,
there needs to be a matching bullet point
in the Reaction column

Include vocabulary that you don’t know or is
essential to understanding the text.

Text Interactions
In this column, put down your reactions to your
notes.
Reactions can be:
• Questions – What are you confused about? What
do you want to know more about?
• Comments – What are your reactions to the
information?
• Connections – Does this information remind
you of anything you already know?
• Inferences – What conclusion or judgements can
you make by reading this information? What do
know that wasn’t directly stated in the text?

Include the definitions to the vocabulary words from
the Specific Textual Details column.

Mr. Frank
Laughter by Henri Bergson
Practice Citing Evidence & Identifying Central Ideas
Directions: The purpose of this assignment is to help you practice engaging with challenging texts
as you read. In order to do comprehend what the text says explicitly (stated clearly; no room for
doubt or confusion) as well as what the text implies (suggests; hints), we need to read closely by
making comments, asking questions, identifying essential vocabulary, making connections, and
making inferences. Use the Double Entry Notes format to practice reading closely.

As you read section II from Henri Bergson’s Laughter, complete Double Entry Notes the same way
we completed section I together in class:
• Fill in the title, author, and topic of the text
• Take notes in the “Specific Textual Details” column
• Interact with the “Specific Textual Details” in the “Text Interactions” column
After you complete the Double Entry Notes:
• Turn your topic into a central idea
• Summarize the text

Determining Central Ideas & Summarizing
Central Idea (one sentence about the topic): A central idea is an idea or concept that is essential to
understanding what the author is trying to convey through his/her text.
Follow these steps to determine a central idea:
1. Read the passage
2. Complete Double Entry Notes/Text Annotations
3. Review your Double Entry Notes/Text Annotations.
4. Use your notes to identify one main topic (one word or phrase) that the text deals with.
5. Turn the topic into a complete sentence. Answer the following questions to help you with this. What
claim does the author make about the topic? What does he/she want the reader to know about the topic?
6. Write your central idea as a complete sentence. Do the details from your Double Entry Notes support the
central idea? If yes, move on to the summary. If not, you might need to reread sections of the text again
and add to your double entry notes. Another possibility is that you need to identify a different topic and
develop another central idea.
Summary1: Summarizing is a high level skill that requires comprehension of the text, evaluation of details,
and synthesis when paraphrasing. We develop strong summarizing skills when we can accomplish the
following tasks:
•

Strip away the redundant and extraneous examples

•

Focus on the heart of the matter (Central Idea) and how it develops over throughout the text

•

Seek key words and phrases that manage to capture the gist

•

Identify the central ideas and crucial details that support them

If you completed your Double Entry Notes accurately and thoroughly, then this next step will be easier.
1. Reread the “Specific Textual Details” column from the Double Entry Notes
2. Paraphrase the direct quotations.
3. Combine your central idea from above with your paraphrased sentences to form a concise summary.
4. Use the central idea as your topic sentence.
5. Use the paraphrased sentences to support your topic sentence.

This section was taken from the following source: Meade School District. (2007). Summarizing Strategies. For
Meade PASS Training. Sturgis, S.D.: Meade School District. Retrieved from: http://www.meade.k12.sd.us/PASS/
Pass%20Adobe%20Files/March%202007/SummarizingStrategies.pdf
1

Mr. Frank
English 110
Argument Sentence Starters & Templates *
I. Templates for Agreeing (Defend; yes)

II. Templates for Disagreeing, with Reasons (Challenge; no)

III. Templates for Agreeing and Disagreeing Simultaneously (Qualify; okay, but)

*Use examples from pages 225-227 of: Graff, G. & Birkenstein, C. (2010). They Say I Say: The Moves That Matter
in Academic Writing (2nd ed.). New York: W.W. Norton & Company.

